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Inverse spinel NiFe2O4 nanoparticles (2.5nm–25nm) in SiO2 matrix were prepared by sol–gel method. The phase and particle size of the
samples were determined by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscope. Magnetic properties and Mössbauer spectra of the samples
were studied with different ferrite particle sizes. Superparamagnetic behavior was observed at room temperature when the average particle size
was less than 6nm and also for larger particles at higher temperatures. The Mössbauer spectra changed from two-peaks to six-peaks pattern with
the increase in particles size and decrease in temperature. Two sets of sextets in the Mössbauer spectra indicate the presence of iron ion in the
tetrahedral as well as in octahedral sites. The Langevin function used to explain paramagnetism is found to describe well the magnetic behavior
of these samples consisting of single domain particles in the superparamagnetic state.
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Introduction

Nanostructured materials exhibit unusual physical and
chemical properties, significantly different from those of
conventional bulk materials, due to their extremely small
size or large surface area. So their preparation and
characterization have attracted increasing attention in the
past decade [1–6].
Spinel ferrites have been studied during last several

decades from both scientific and technological points of
view [7]. They are widely used in high-frequency electronic
devices, taking advantage of their high initial permeability
and resistivity. Spinel ferrites exhibit a rich variety of
magnetic properties, reflecting the flexibility of spinel
structure in accommodating a wide range of cations. Among
the various topics of research on spinel ferrites, the magnetic
properties of ultrafine ferrite particles have recently attracted
considerable attention [8–10].
In this work, noninteracting NiFe2O4 nanoparticles in

SiO2 matrix were prepared by sol–gel method [11, 12].
In these samples, the ratio of NiFe2O4 to SiO2 was 30:70
by weight and 15:85 by volume to reduce the interaction
between the ferrite particles. The size and temperature
dependent magnetic properties of these embedded ferrite
nanoparticles were investigated in detail.

Experimental

NiFe2O4 ferrite nanoparticles in SiO2 matrix
were prepared by the sol–gel method [12, 18]. The
weighed amount of nitrate salts Ni(NO3�2 · 6H2O and
Fe(NO3�3 · 9H2O were dissolved in distilled water and
the solution was added to Tetraethoxy Orthosilicate
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[Si(OC2H5�4] in such a way that in the final sample the
ratio of the ferrite to SiO2 becomes 30:70 by weight and
15:85 by volume. The pH of the solution was maintained
at 2.0 as the isoelectric point of silica is close to that pH
value [11]. The mixture was then dried slowly to form gel.
The gel was annealed at different temperatures and the
samples are denoted throughout the latter section as Sample
A (700�C, 1hr), Sample B (700�C, 1.5hr), Sample C
(700�C, 2hr), Sample D (800�C, 1hr), Sample E (800�C,
2hr), Sample F (900�C, 2hr), Sample G (1000�C, 2hr),
Sample H (1000�C, 6hr), and Sample I (1000�C, 24hr) as
mentioned in Table 1.
An X-ray diffractometer (XRD) (Philips, PW 1710) with

CuK� radiation was used to identify the phase of the
samples. The particle size was estimated by XRD as well
as by a JEM-200-CX Transmission Electron Microscope
(TEM). The Mössbauer spectra of the samples have
been recorded at different temperatures down to 20K in
transmission geometry using CMTE (Model 250) constant
acceleration type drive with a 5mCi 57Co �-ray source in
Rh matrix. The magnetic properties of the samples were
measured by a SQUID (MPMS, Quantum Design) and by
a vibrating sample magnetometer.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the representative XRD spectra of
Samples A, D, F, H, and I. The particle sizes of the
Samples A to I are calculated in the range 2.5nm to 25.0nm
and are listed in Table 1. Figure 2 shows (a) the TEM
micrograph of particle size distribution of sample D and
(b) the high-resolution lattice fringes of the same sample.
The Variation of coercivity with particle sizes is shown
in Fig. 3. Magnetic hysteresis loops of the samples A
and H are plotted respectively in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) at
temperatures 10K, 50K, 100K and 300K. M vs. H data
of sample A, along with the theoretical fitting of Langevin
function are shown in Fig. 5 at temperatures 100K, 150K,



Table 1.—Temperature and duration of heat treatment and average particle
size of the NiFe2O4 nanoparticles.

Temperature Duration of Average particle size
Sample during heat heat from XRD with
name treatment (�C) treatment (h) standard deviation (nm)

Sample A 700 1 2.5 (0.3)
Sample B 700 1.5 3.0 (0.3)
Sample C 700 2 3.6 (0.4)
Sample D 800 1 4.8 (0.8)
Sample E 800 2 4.9 (0.8)
Sample F 900 2 5.0 (0.8)
Sample G 1000 2 6.8 (1.6)
Sample H 1000 6 19.0 (2.4)
Sample I 1000 24 25.0 (2.8)

200K, and 300K. M vs. 1/H curves of various samples are
plotted in Fig. 6 to determine their saturation magnetization.
The room temperature Mössbauer spectra of samples A,
D, and I are presented in Fig. 7. Mössbauer spectra for
sample A at temperatures 300K, 250K, 200K, and 20K
are shown in Fig. 8. Isomer shift, Quadrupole splitting, and
Hyperfine field of various samples obtained by analyzing
the Mössbauer data of Figs. 7 and 8 are given in Table 2.
In Fig. 1 all the XRD peaks correspond to spinel ferrite

NiFe2O4 except a broad one of amorphous SiO2 matrix
around 2� ∼ 25�. From the XRD pattern, it is observed that
for the same duration of heat-treatment, the peaks become
sharper with the increase of temperature. The same effect is
also observed if the duration of heat treatment is increased
keeping the temperature constant. The crystallite size of
the samples has been estimated from the broadening of the
X-ray diffraction peaks using Scherrer equation [13]. Both
the XRD and TEM micrograph indicates the increase in
particle size with the increase in preparation temperature
as well as the duration of heat treatment. The particle size
distributions obtained from TEM micrograph follow log-
normal distribution function [14] as shown in Fig. 2. The
most probable value of the particle size for the samples as
obtained from the fitting of particle size distribution with
log-normal distribution function are found to agree well
with that obtained from XRD.

Figure 1.—X-ray diffraction patterns of NiFe2O4 in SiO2 matrix.

Figure 2.—(a) TEM micrograph showing particle size distribution of sample
D and; (b) high resolution image showing lattice fringes of the same particles.

When the sizes of the particles are reduced to a few
nanometers they become single domain particles. At a
finite temperature and in absence of any magnetic field,
the ferromagnetically aligned magnetic moments within
these single-domain particles fluctuate between their two
energetically degenerate ground states on a time scale,
assuming simple Arrhenius behavior, given by [15]

� = �o exp
(
KVP

kBT

)
(1)

where � is the relaxation time, �0 is a constant estimated to
be between 10−9 and 10−11 s and KVP is the total anisotropy
energy, EA of the particle. The blocking temperature TB
of the particle is the temperature at which � = �m,
the measurement time of the instrument. The magnetic
moment relaxation time � decreases with the increase
in sample temperature. For T > TB, the particle rapidly
achieves thermal equilibrium during the measurement time
(� < �m� and the system behaves as a superparamagnet

Figure 3.—Variation of coercivity with particle size.



Figure 4.—Hysteresis loops for (a) sample A, and (b) sample H.

(SPM). On the other hand, the particles are said to be
blocked, that is, their magnetic moments remain at a fixed
direction during a single measurement when T < TB �� >
�m� [15]. The temperature dependent magnetization of
ferrite nanoparticles shows hysteresis below the blocking
temperature.
Particle size vs. coercivity is plotted in Fig. 3. HC ∼ 0

when the particle size is less than 6nm and increases with
the increase in particle size till 19nm where maximum
value of HC is obtained beyond which coercivity decreases.
These results indicate single domain particles below 19nm
above which the particles are composed of several domains.
Negligible hysteresis below 6nm is the signature of
superparamagnetic behavior at room temperature.
Magnetic hysteresis loops of the samples A and H are

plotted respectively in Figs. 4(a), (b) at 10K, 50K, 100K,
and 300K. Sample A, having particle size 2.5nm, shows
negligible hysteresis loss down to 100K, whereas sample

Figure 5.—M vs. H experimental data of sample A, along with the theoretical
fitting of Eq. (3) at 100K, 150K, 200K, 300K.

Figure 6.—M vs. 1/H curve.

H (19nm) shows significant hysteresis effect even at 300K.
According to Stoner–Wohlfarth theory [15, 16], EA, that is,
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy of a single domain
particle is given by,

EA = KV sin2 � (2)

where V is the volume of the particle, and � is the
angle between the nanoparticle easy axis and applied
field direction. As particle volume increases, EA increases
following equation (2) and a larger thermal energy kBT
is required to overcome the anisotropy energy barrier.
Therefore, it is expected that TB should increase with
increasing nanoparticle size. Hence sample H shows
significant hysteresis effect even at 300K because of
the larger particle size. Anisotropy energy decreases
with the decrease in particle volume and becomes less

Figure 7.—Room temperature Mössbauer spectra of (a) Sample A, (b) Sample
D, and (c) Sample I.



Figure 8.—Mössbauer spectra of Sample A at (a) 300K, (b) 250K, (c) 200K,
and (d) 20K.

than the thermal energy below a certain volume. In
this condition no hysteresis effect is observed and the
particle becomes superparamagnetic. Sample A shows this
superparamagnetic behavior down to 100K.
In superparamagnetic state, the temperature and field

dependence of the measured global magnetizationM�T�H�
and susceptibility 	�T �H� are similar to those of a classical
paramagnet if the atomic moment is replaced by the particle
moment. In this state, the magnetic moment of a sample
containing N non-interacting particles can be expressed by
the following relation [17]:


�H� = N
pL

(

pH

kBT

)
(3)

Table 2.—Isomer shift, Quadrupole splitting, and Hyperfine field of NiFe2O4

nanoparticles.

Sample Nature of Isomer shift Quadrupole Hyperfine
name spectra (mm/s) splitting (mm/s) field (T )

A 1 doublet 0�238 0�560
C 1 doublet 0�20 0�485
D 2 sextet (S1, S2) 0�514�S1� −0�054�S1� 48�60�S1�

and 1 doublet (D1) 0�341�S2� 0�048�S2� 51�15�S2�
0�359�D1� 0�755�D1�

E 2 sextet (S1, S2) 0�439�S1� 0�130�S1� 48�95�S1�
and 1 doublet (D1) 0�312�S2� 0�015�S2� 51�61�S2�

0�347�D1� 0�732�D1�

F 2 sextet (S1, S2) 0�342�S1� 0�023�S1� 49�12�S1�
and 1 doublet (D1) 0�213�S2� 0�0�S2� 51�91�S2�

0�328�D1� 0�691�D1�

I unresolved sextets 0�304 0�084 53�20

where the Langevin function L = coth�µpH/kBT� −
�kBT/µpH� and each particle has the magnetic moment
µp = MsVP , Ms and VP being the bulk saturation
magnetization and the particle volume respectively.
Considering the log-normal distribution function for
particle-size distribution, the average magnetic moment of
the sample containing N particles of different sizes could
be written as [18]


av =
∫ �

0
xN
pL

(

pH

kT

)
P�y�dy (4)

where P�y� is the log-normal distribution function of
diameter y and x is the volume fraction of ferrite in
the sample. Equation (4) has been fitted to the M vs.
H experimental data in Fig. 5 of sample A at various
temperatures above TB. At superparamagnetic state the
theoretical curve fits the experimental data at different
temperatures very well and the most probable particle size,
y0 obtained from the fitting (∼ 2�5nm) is close to that
obtained from the XRD measurement. In this calculation,
MS is determined by extrapolating M vs. 1/H curve with
high values of H as at the high field limit, L�µpH/kBT� ≈
�1 − kBT/µpH ) [12]. If the M vs H curves at different
temperatures are replotted as M vs. H/T , all the curves
merge to a single curve (inset of Fig. 6) confirming the
superparamagnetic state of the sample.
The room temperature Mössbauer spectra of samples A,

D, and I are presented in Fig. 7. Those spectra are fitted by
a least-square fitting program [19] with Lorentzian profile.
The isomer shift (IS), quadrupole splitting (QS), and internal
hyperfine field (Hhf ) obtained from the best-fitted curves are
given in Table 2. A quadrupole split broad doublet has been
observed for samples A [Fig. 7(a)] to C instead of hyperfine
split sextet as observed for bulk NiFe2O4 sample [8, 20–22].
These results indicate the collapse of hyperfine field in these
samples and can be attributed to the superparamagnetic
behavior in nano-sized particles. For these particle volumes,
the fluctuation time is much shorter than the Mössbauer
sensing time and the hyperfine field is averaged to zero by
the spin reversal fluctuations. The distribution of particle
volumes often gives spectra [23, 24] in which a magnetic
sextet component coexists with a central doublet component
as observed in samples D to F [Fig. 7(b)] for sample D).
Sample I gives the usual ferromagnetic sextet due to larger
particle size [Fig. 7(c)].
To elucidate the origin of the doublet in room temperature

spectra, Mössbauer studies have been carried on the sample
A at various temperatures from 300K to 20K. It is well
known that decreasing sample temperature can counteract
the influence of superparamagnetic relaxation. Mössbauer
spectra (Fig. 8) clearly show the superparamagnetic
relaxation in this sample. Superparamagnetic relaxation
effect gets totally suppressed at 20K and a hyperfine
split asymmetric and broadened but well-defined six-
finger pattern appears. The lines become broadened with
increasing temperature until a pronounced doublet has
been observed at 200K and the hyperfine field completely
collapses at room temperature. This phenomenon can be
attributed to the enhancement of magnetization reversal in



the nano-sized particles by thermal excitation. Therefore
the doublet obtained for samples A to C can be understood
to arise from superparamagnetic behavior of ultra fine
particles. As the particle size increases, magnetic anisotropy
is established giving rise to sextets as observed in samples
D to I.
In the spinel-ferrites (MeFe2O4�, the oxygen anions

form a nearly closed packed cubic array and the cations
Fe3+ and Me2+ are distributed between the tetrahedral
and octahedral positions expressed by a crystal-chemical
formula (Me2+1−�Fe

3+
� � [Me2+� Fe3+2−�]O

2−
4 where round and

square brackets denote tetrahedral (A) and Octahedral [B]
positions, respectively [7]. � denotes the degree of inversion
and varies from 0 for normal spinel to 1 for inverse spinel.
NiFe2O4 is fully inverse spinel and the Mössbauer spectra of
samples D to F consist of two hyperfine sextets corresponds
to the tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated iron
cations and a doublet [Fig. 7(b)]. In this study, the calculated
values of IS and QS (Table 2) confirm the presence of
Fe3+ ions in all the samples. In case of ferrites, usually
the two sextets belong to tetra and octahedral sites, are
resolved in presence of a high magnetic field. But in this
work, these two sextets are easily separated in cases of
sample D to F prepared by embedding NiFe2O4 in SiO2
matrix. Spectra of similar nature have been obtained by
Albuquerque et al. for well-crystallized NiFe2O4 prepared
in co-precipitation route followed by annealing [22]. But
for sample I [Fig. 7(c)], the two sextets overlap with each
other and they are hardly distinguishable. Because of the
extended particle size distribution in sample I, an average
hyperfine field is experienced by the Fe-ions resulting only
one sextet [25].
In spinel lattice although the overall symmetry is cubic,

the charge distribution about Fe ions in A and B sub-lattices
are nonspherical. As a result, Fe ions in both (A) and [B]
sites exhibit quadrupole split spectra. The value of QS in
Fe3+A is less than that in Fe3+B and in many cases Fe3+A
does not show any quadrupole splitting in its Mössbauer
spectrum. Attempt has been made to fit the spectra with
two sets of doublets (one for each site) but this results in
more Fe3+ ions in (A) sites than that in [B] sites that is
absurd in case of spinel oxides. Moreover, quality of fitting
in the latter case is poor. The observed line width in sample
A (0.6mm/s) and C (0.8mm/s) are respectively twice and
thrice as large as that of �-Fe foil. Such line broadening
has also been observed for both the sextet and doublet (as
the case may be) for all the other samples. Surface effects,
crystallinity defect and different alignments of the particle
magnetizations give rise to a distribution of hyperfine field
Hhf , resulting the line broadening of Mössbauer spectra.
The distribution of cation in case of samples D to I has been
calculated from the Mössbauer subspectral areas using the
relation, IA/IB = fA/fB × �/(2 − ��, assuming the ratio of
recoil less fraction fA/fB = 0�94 at room temperature [26].
The values of � for samples D, E, and F are 0.59, 0.76,
and 0.82, respectively, whereas the bulk NiFe2O4 is a very
well-known inverse spinel.

Conclusions

a) NiFe2O4 ferrite nanoparticles (<25nm) in SiO2 matrix
can be prepared by sol–gel method.

b) The particle size of ferrites depends on the annealing
temperature and duration of the annealing.

c) The particle size distribution of these samples follows
log normal distribution function.

d) Superparamagnetic behavior is observed by magnetic
measurements at room temperature when the particle size
is less than 6nm. Two peak Mössbauer spectra for the
particles within this size range also reveal the same fact.
Two sets of sextets in the Mössbauer spectra for larger
particle size indicate the presence of Fe ion in tetrahedral
as well as in octahedral sites.

e) The average particle size in the superparamagnetic
state can be estimated from the magnetization
measurements by considering the samples as consisting
of noninteracting single domain particles.
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